Choose any square and complete the chosen assignment. Either WRITE in BLACK INK or
TYPE in 12 point BLACK Arial type the assignment required. Stories must be 500-750 words
each, using proper and complete grammar, spelling and punctuation, 3-5 sentences per
paragraph, 2-3 paragraphs. Drawings must be in BLACK INK and very colorful and on
proper stock and size. Name and date MUST be on assignment and turned in on or
before due date.
Website is included to help you - http://www.knowla.org/
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Name _____________________________ Date ___________Class Period ___________

Early Luisiana/Spanish History - Think Tac Toe
Directions: Choose any square and complete the chosen assignment. Either WRITE in
BLACK INK or TYPE in 12 point BLACK Arial type the assignment required. Stories must be
500-750 words each, using proper and complete grammar, spelling and punctuation, 3-5
sentences per paragraph, 2-3 paragraphs. Drawings must be in BLACK INK and very
colorful and on proper stock and size. Name and date MUST be on assignment and
turned in on or before due date.
Website is included to help you - http://www.knowla.org/
Due:

Project assignment: Given:

Create a
Create an
8.5x11

Create a new
8.5x11

Comic Strip

Cover

of an
Important Event
within/from
this chapter.

for this chapter/character
and/or era.
Be very colorful,
similar to current textbook.

Advertise

Create a

something
important from this era
and/or this chapter.
At least 8.5x11 and
Be colorful.

Newspaper
8.5x11
Of Important
Events from this era in
Luisiana.

Postcard
that might
have been mailed
back home from a character
within this era.
Show both sides of
card (front and back on one
sheet of 8.5x11) and be colorful.

Create a

Board Game
on a manila folder that ties in
with this chapter, be colorful,
have complete set of rules,
complete with pieces
to play the game.

Create a
Create a

Scrapbook

Write a

Poster

Of Main Events &
Characters
within this
Luisiana chapter.
Have lots of drawings or
photographs.

New Ending

(11x14) of an event
within this chapter.
Be colorful.

for this era in
Louisiana's history.
Written or typed.

http://mshistorynow.mdah.state.ms.us/articles/68/manuel-gayoso-and-spanish-natchez
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